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ON THE LOCAL BOUNDEDNESS
OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS

MARK LECKBAND

ABSTRACT. The class of singular integral operators whose kernels satisfy the

usual smoothness conditions is studied. Let such an operator be denoted by

K. We establish necessary conditions that imply K has local (weighted) Lp

norm inequalities.

The underlying principle is as follows. If \Q ls the characteristic function

of a fixed cube Q of Rn, or all of Rn, then K\Q and (the adjoint of K) K*\Q

determine the boundedness properties of K for functions supported in a proper

fraction of Q.

In [6], David and Journe classified Calderon-Zygmund operators that map

Lp(Rn) boundedly into Lp(Rn). What we propose to do is establish conditions

that imply a singular integral operator K has local (weighted) IP norm inequalities

when K is associated with a kernel k that satisfies the usual smoothness conditions,

\k(x,y) - k(x',y)\ + \k(y,x) - k(y,x')\ < C[x - x'\s/\x - y[n+6,

for some 0 < 6 < 1 and all (x,y), (x',y) with x ^ y and [x — x'\ < ||x — y\. The

other condition is

[k(x,y)\<C[x-y\-n.

Our approach will be similar to that of [8].

Let Q be a bounded cube of Rn or all of Rn. Then how K and the adjoint K*

operate on the characteristic function of Q will determine the local Lp or weighted

Lp boundedness of K. Let aQ be the cube Q dilated by a keeping the center the

same. We define (Definition 4.0) a local weighted version of the weak boundedness

property of [6] which we call WBP0(<5). This property is a necessary weakening

of the w.b.p. The main result is the following theorem. The associated maximal

operator of K will be denoted by K,.

THEOREM. Let K satisfy WBP0(<9) for a po > 2. Then there is a positive

constant CPo < 1/400 such that for f supported in CPoQ,

J[Ktf(x)]pwp0(x)dx < APo,p j [f(x)\pdx,

and

f[K.f(x)]p dx < BP0,P j \f(x)\pw;p(x) dx,

where

wP0(x)=\snp-\- [{[P#(s)\ + [p*(s)\ + l}p°ds]
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and 0l(x) = Xq(x)K[Xq](x) - Xq(x)wzq(XqK[Xq]) with Xq being the charac-

teristic function of Q with smooth edges when necessary. The function Pm(x) is

similarly defined using K*.

If Q is Rn and 0L1 = KI, /3M1 = K*l both belong to BMO, then the above
theorem is just the Tl theorem of David and Journe [6].

For an application of the above theorem, we look at a commutator with fractional

differentiation defined in Murray [10] for functions A E Lipl5(.R")\/^(BMO), 0 <

6 < 1 [14]. We list the result as Theorem 6.2. Finally we would like to make two

remarks.

The restriction of p0 > 2 arises initially in Theorem 3.1. This restriction is

most useful in establishing various (and seemingly unrelated to Theorem 3.1) facts

throughout the later sections. However, it may be possible to improve Theorem 3.1

to be able to consider 1 < po < 2.

The second remark is that the smoothness conditions may be considerably weak-

ened without changing the proofs and statements appreciably. For instance, one

could only require

\k(x,y) - k(x',y)[ < ̂ !~ff(M|g-y|/ff(s,) + 1),

\k(y,x) - k(y,x')\ < ^~|^(M|a-B,/?*(y) + 1),

and

\k(x,y)\<C-±—(M\x_y\[f3*+0*](y) + l).
\x   y\

We define

Mtf(y)=        sup        — /   [f(x)\dx.
yeQ,s{Q)>5t M Jq

The derived paraproducts L and M satisfy these conditions.

Finally, I would like to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions.

1. Preliminaries. The definitions and terminology we shall use will follow that

of [7 and 8] with some necessary modifications. Most of the statements and proofs

of lemmas and theorems are local; however it is to be noted that they are still true

for all of Rn. Therefore, Q will always be a bounded cube of Rn centered at 0, or

all of Rn. We include the possibility of all of Euclidean space to be able to state

simply global results and we center at 0 for ease of notation. We shall use aQ to

denote Q dilated by a. We shall use s(Q) and d(Q) to denote the edge length and

diameter of Q respectively.

The operators we shall study will be associated to a kernel k(x, y) which is defined

on Rn x Rn\A, A = {(x, y): x ^ y}, and for which there are constants C > 0 and

0 < 6 < 1 such that

(1.1) [k(x,y) - k(x',y)\ + \k(y,x) - k(y,x')[ < ?JX~,*ls,
\x   y\

for all (x,y), (x',y) E Rn x Rn\A with [x - x'\ < ||z - y\. Also k(x,y) will satisfy

the usual growth condition

(1.2) \k(x,y)\<C[x-y\-n,    iorx^y.
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The operators K that we will study will be continuous linear maps from the

space of smooth functions with compact support, C£°(Rn), to [C£°(Rn)]' having

the property that

(1.3) (g, Kf) = jj g(x)k(x, y)f(y) dy dx,

for test functions g and / with disjoint support and k(x,y) is a kernel satisfying

(1.1) and (1.2).

Such operators have a natural extension to the space of bounded smooth func-

tions by defining them as distributions of smooth functions with compact support

and vanishing mean. We localize this well-known idea as follows. Let <p > 0 be a

Cc°°(/?n) function, with ftp = 1 and denote <pt(x) = <t>(x/t)/tn. Then for smooth

functions g compactly supported in ^Q, Cq°(|<Q), we have (g,K(<pt * Xq)) =

(g,Kl) + (g,K(l — (pt* Xq)), where KI is the distribution found by applying K

to the constant function whose value is 1, (see Lemma 1 of [8]). The inner product

on the far left equals

// 9(x)[k(x,y) - k(x0,y)](l - <Pt(y)* XQ(y))dydx,

for xo in ^Q and small t. This integral is absolutely convergent uniformly for small

t. Thus for g in C^^Q), we define

(1.4) (g,KXQ) = lim(g,K(<pt*XQ)).

The above definition is easily seen to be independent of the C£°(Rn) function cp

that integrates to 1 by the above observations. We complete the preliminaries with

the following elements of Littlewood-Paley theory.

Let ip always denote a radial C°° function supported in {\x\ < 1} such that

(i) tp(x) = 0 for |z| < \.

(H)fiP = 0.
(iii) f(ip(t))2 dt/t = 1, ip is the Fourier transform of ip.

Condition (i) will be very useful when we localize our Littlewood-Paley operators

in the next section. The rest are standard conditions. Let ipt(x) = ip(xjt)/tn and

define Qtf(x) = ipt * f(x), f in Lp, 1 < p < oo. We will construct operators

9x!>,S^,g6 that are generalizations of the ^-function Lusin area integral, and g^

functions of [10] using ip instead of the Poisson kernel.

The immediate facts we need are that g^f(x) = \ f[Qtf(x)]2 dt/t[1/2 is Lp norm

equivalent to / with equal p = 2 norms, [7], and

j g(x)f(x)dx = jJQt[Qtg(x)]f(x)jdx

= jJQt9(x)Qtf(x)jdx.

We will need one more operator, that being the approximation to the identity. Let p

denote a positive radial C°° function supported in {^ < |i| < 1} such that / p = 1.

Let pt(x) be p(x/t)/tn and define Ptf = pt * f ■
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2. Localizing the ^-function. Given a function / supported in a cube Q,

it is reasonable to expect that the range of integrations used in computing the Lp

norm of g^f can be restricted depending upon the dimensions of Q. This is the

content of the next two lemmas which allow us to do all of our estimations within a

multiple of Q. Before starting we would like to remark that a more natural approach

to the theorems of this paper might be to regard Q as Tn, the n torus, and set up

the Littlewood-Paley machinery using the pertinent facts of [13]. Unfortunately it

seems the smoothness property (1.1) is lost when periodizing k(x,y).

In anticipation of the Ay weight wPo of Theorem 5.2, we consider Ap weights [9]

for Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

LEMMA 2.1. Given 1 < p < oo, u E Ap, let f E L£ and be supported in cube

Q.  There is a constant Cp such that

f ,        fcps(Q) ,tp'2
(2.1) \f(x)\pu(x)dx<Cp / (Qtf(x))2^       u(x)dx.

J JC„Q   JO l

PROOF. The operator g^f = (J(Qtf)2 dt/t)ll2 is an isometry on L2 and is

bounded on Lp for all u E Ap and 1 < p < oo. Thus g^f and / have equivalent

weighted norms, [7, p. 79].

Assume / > 0 and let C > 3; we will choose C later. Then we have

/ fp(x)u(x) dx<Cu        (gn,f(x))pu(x) dx

(2.2) J JCQ
+ CU (g^f(x))pu(x)dx.

Jr"\cq

We use property (i) of ip to get

r f r2Cd(Q) .,  P'2

(g^f(x))pu(x)dx= / (Qtf(x))2-       u(x)dx.
J JCQ   JO l

The choice of C comes in with estimating the second integral on the right side

of (2.2). Simply choose the constant large enough so that this term is at most half

the value of the integral on the left of (2.2). To see that this can always be done,

observe Qtf(x) = 0 for x E Rn\CQ and 0 < t < \x\/2. Thus, for x E Rn\CQ,

(g*f(x))p<Dp\[ fl* -\x\-pn,
\JQ    I

and using Holder's inequality we have the above is less than

DP\[ fv(y)u(y)dy\\j u1-p'(y)dy        -[x\-pn.
\JQ I    \JQ

Note that Dp depends upon p and Halloo- Since u E Ap we have u1~p E Ap>, in

particular Aoo. So for some constant Ec greater than a positive power of C, we

have for x E Rn\CQ,

\[ u1-p'(y)dyl'|x|-P"< A  M[XCQU1-p'](x)P ,
\Jq hc
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where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Thus

/ (g^f(x))pu(x) dx < -£_ j fp(x)u(x) dx I f    u1'"'(x) dx
JR"\CQ Eq      JQ \JCQ

■ j Mp[XCQU1-p'](x)u(x)dx

<-^p [ F(x)u(x)dx.

The proof is completed by choosing C large enough so that the constant A"/Ec'p

is less than \CU.

LEMMA 2.2.   Given 1 < p < oo, u E Ap, and f in C°° supported in Q, suppose

Kf E LP(4Q).  Then there is a constant Bp such that

(2.3)

f   (Kf(x))pu(x)dx
JAQ

r fBPs(Q) i  r r dt'      \2 dt P/2

-BpL      Jo {jjQtKiQv(x,y)Qvf(y)Tdy^   j       u(x)dx

+ BP ( fp(x)u(x)dx,

where ky(x,y) = XQo(x)XQo(y) ■ k(x,y), Qo = 100BPQ.

PROOF. By Lemma 2.1 there is a constant C such that

f   (Kf(x))pu(x)dx
J4Q

f rCps(Q) .,  pl2

<2CP\        \ Qt(XQoKf)(x)-       u(x)dx
JCPQ   JO l

r    I rcrsW dt p/2
+ 2CP \ Q2t(XQo\4QKf)(x)-       u(x)dx,

JCPQ [JO l

where Q0 = 400CPQ. The first integral is precisely the first integral of our conclu-

sion if we let Bp = ACP.

The second integral is bounded by 2CP fQ ,4Q(Kf)p(x)u(x) dx. For x E Qo\4Q

and y EQ,v/e have \k(x, y)\ ~ [x — y\~n < C\Q\. Thus we conclude the proof with

2CP [        (Kf)p(x)u(x)dx<C [Mp(f)(x)u(x)dx
Jq0\4Q j

<C I' [f(x)\pu(x)dx.

We would like to remark that the constant 100BP is at least 400.

Lemma 2.2 sets the stage where the estimations to be done take place. The first

integral on the right of (2.3) contains the quantity QtKyQt'(x,y), and the kernel of
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Ky is k(x,y)XQ0(x)XQ0(y). The function XQ(y) is a C°° function, where we have

assumed a smoothing of the edges. This will not affect the estimates we shall do.

Note that the ranges of integration for the variables y and t' cannot be restricted;

however those ranges of the variables x and t have been sufficiently restricted in

order to do our estimations locally.

3. The operators L and M. We shall decompose the operator Ky of Lemma

2.2 as the sum of three operators Kq,L and M, where Kq = Ky — L — M. We

define the operators L and M below as in [8]. However, since we are not assuming

K and its adjoint necessarily map 1 into BMO, the properties of L and M must

be established anew. In particular, we will establish their behavior as maps of LP

(Theorem 3.1), and the smoothness properties of their kernels (Lemma 4.1 in §4).

In the sense of (1.4) with Q replaced by Qo, we desire to have Ll = Kyi, Ml = 0,

K01 = 0, and the adjoint operators satisfy L*l = 0, M*l = K*l, and K*l = 0.

The special property of Ko and its adjoint mapping 1 into 0 will allow us to obtain

pointwise estimates on [QtKoQt, (x, y)\ (Proposition 4.3) that are weighted variants

of those in [8]. This is our reason for the decomposition using L and M.

As was mentioned in the last section, a smoothing of the edges of Qo shall be

done. For example, consider P-,XQoi 0 < 1 < 4- Fix 1 and note that no estimates

will depend upon -7. We use Xq0 to denote P^XQo-

Let

PL(x) = XQo(x)Kyl(x) = XQo(x) jk(x,y)XQo(y)dy,

and Pm(x) = Xq0(x)K{ 1(x), and we require that their averages over Q0 vanish.

To ensure this happens for finite Qo, redefine Pl to be Pl - XQo&veQo0L, and

similarly for Pm. Let

Lf(x) = JQt[QtpLPtf](x)j,

M*f(x) = j' Qt[Qt0MPtf](x)j,

and for /,r/eCc°°,

(g,Lf) = jJQtg(x)QtPL(x)Ptf(x)jdx,

(g,Mf) = (M*g,f) = jjPtg(x)Qtp(x)Qtf(x)jdx.

The estimates and norm inequalities that will be satisfied have a weight derived

from the functions Pl and Pm- We define next the p-sharp maximal function of Pl

and Pm that will be the weight of our results.

DEFINITION 3.0. Given Q0 and p0 > 1, let

If po     i-1/po

(3.1) wP0(x)=   sup—/   P*(y)+P*(y) + 1      dy
.x€J Ml J J

where

p#(y) = sup [-J- / \p(s) - aveQ/?r da]     °.
y<EQ l\Q\ Jq J

Note that we are also using J to denote a cube of Rn.
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THEOREM 3.1.   Given p0 > 2 we have

(3.2) L, M*:Lp^ LPwP ,    for2<p< q(p0)
PO

and

(3.3) L,M,L*,M*: L2-2^L2.v     ) >     .     > Wpo

The norm constants for the above maps only depend upon the dimension n and po-

PROOF. We shall just prove (3.2) for the operator L since the argument for M*

is similar.

Fix po > 2 and w = w20. We will first show that the operator Lw, defined by

r dt 1/2
Lwf(x) =  J P2f(x)Q2pL(x)w(x)j

maps Lp into Lp, 2 < p < c7(p0), boundedly with a constant that depends only on

dimension n and po-

To begin, we observe that u>-1 E Ay since po > 2, and w E A2 with wu E A2

for any u E Ay [5]. By a method of de Francia [11], to show an operator maps Lp

boundedly into IP, one need only show Lw maps L2 into L2 uniformly for u E Ay

with uniformly bounded Ay constants. We will only be able to show this for u

with Ay constants sufficiently close to 1. This restriction puts an upper bound on

p which we denote by q(po).

Now to show Lw maps L2U into L\ boundedly, we only need to show that

\Q2Pl(x)w(x)\ (dt/t)u(x) dx is a Carleson measure [12] with respect to u E Ay.

This implies the sequence of inequalities;

jj P2f(y)Q2PL(y)w(y)ju(y)dy

< j M2f(y)u(y) dy<C j \f(y)[2u(y) dy.

Let Q C Rn, and let py = pL - (1/|3Q|) f3Q pL(x)dx and p2 = plXzQ- Then

//        Q2PL(y)Tw(y)u(y)dy= Q2py(y)^w(y)u(y)dy
JqJo l JqJo l

< jJQ2p2(y)jw(y)u(y)dy < C j p2(y)w(y)u(y)dy

r  r , -i l/(H-e) |   , !/(!+£)

<Cesssnow(y) \        [py(y)\2{1+E)/£ dy \       u1+s(y)dy
y€3Q '    U3Q J \J3Q

The above is less than Cu(Q) if we require s to be such that 2(1 + s)/e = p0 and

u to satisfy the reverse Holder condition for such an e. Therefore the Ay constant

of u must be sufficiently close to 1 and so 2 < p < cj(p0). Thus we have Lw is a

bounded map of IP.
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Now we choose a g E LpwP   with ||ff||p/iU;p   < 1. Then for f E Lp and p > 2,

\(g,Lf)<o[ = \jj Qt(gwppo)(y)QtpL(y)Ptf(y)jdy

f\ f dt p'/2       , VP
<   j |y Q2(gwppo)(y)j-        w;p(y)dy

r\ r dtp/2    1/p
■ J   _/ Q2t0L(y)P?f(y)w(y)j       dy

by a double application of Holder's inequality. Since p > 2 we have p'/Po < 1 and

w~p' EAy,so the above reduces to C||ff||p/il(,po ||Lu,/||p < C\\f\\p.

To show (3.3) we let g E L2 with \\g\\2 = 1. Then

1/2     i 1/2

\(9,Lf)\< jJQ2g(x)jdx   '   -yJQ2pL(x)P2f(x)jdx      ,

again by a double application of Holder's inequality. The second factor is just

ll-^w/112 w~2 — CII/II2 w~2- ^ nnisn we observe that L and its adjoint share the

same p = 2 norm.

We will complete this section with one more result, that is Ll = P, L*l = 0, etc.

in a sense akin to Lemma 1 of [8].

LEMMA 3.2.   Let g E Cq° supported in \Qo-  Let (p E C°° such that cp = 1 on

{\z[ < §} and supp<^> is contained in {\z\ < 1}.  Then if <A'(z) = <p(x/t),

(3.4) bm(g,L(Pt) = (g,pL),
t—►OO

(3.5) lim (g,M*<pt) = (g,pM),
t—►OO

(3.6) lim (g,Kotf),     lim (g,KX<pl),     lim (g,L*<pl),  and  lim (g,M^) = 0.
t—*oo (—+00 t—»-oo t—►00

PROOF. We first consider the operator L. Then we have

|(g,L/)| = ||yQt(g)(y)QtpL(y)Pt(<Pt')(y)jdy

<jf\Qt9(y)\\Qt0Uv)\jdy

f\ r dtpo/2    1/P0

<C\\g\\P'0- J \JQ2PL(y)j       dy       ,

by a double application of Holder's inequality. The second integral can be shown to

be less than C/Q (pf)Po(x)dx since the support of Pl is in Qo and aveQ0pL = 0.

Our weight is assumed to be not identically zero; thus the above is finite, allowing

us to use the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, so

tlim (g,L/> = jJQtg(y)QtpL(y)jdy

= (g(y),0L(y)).
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To show lim(g,L*(pt') = 0, we observe that t' > 2BPQ, snpp(ip) U supp(/o) C

{| < |x| < 1} and supp(r/) C 2BPQ implies

p r3C2\y\ j*

|(ff,lV>|</ /        \QtpL(y)\\Ptg(y)\-dy
jR"\C,QJC2\y\ l

<C3j\M(pL)(y)[[Mg(y)[dy.

Now the argument is similar as before. That is, limf—oo Qt(<P* )(y) = 0 and the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem imply limt/_00(g, L*(pl ) = 0. Note that

the arguments for M and M* are the same. We complete the proof by observing

lim (g,KQ^') =   lim [^Kytf') - (ff,i/> - (g,M<pt')]=0,
t'—KX t'—>00

and the proof for Kq is the same.

4. WBP0(<9) and pointwise estimates. The weak boundedness property,

w.b.p., of [8] is satisfied by operators with asymmetric kernels. We cannot always

hope this to be the case, and a weighted variation, WBP0(Q), is defined below in

Definition 4.0. We will show that the operators L,M, etc. satisfy WBPo(Qo)-

The main objective of this section is to derive a pointwise estimate on

[QtKoQt'(x,y)\, Proposition 4.3. To do this we will need some preliminary re-

sults on the smoothness properties of the kernels of L and M, and to show K0

satisfies WBP0(Q0)-

DEFINITION 4.0. The WBP0(Q) property. Let Q be a bounded cube of Rn,

or all of Rn, and p0 > 1. Let f and n be C°° functions supported in {|z| < 40},

and suppose one integrates to 0. Then K will satisfy WBP0(Q) if for x E Q, and

0 < t < (1/(100)) • s(Q), we have

(4-1) m,KnX)[<cpJtn-w;Z(y),

for \x - y[ < bt and wPo defined in Definition 3.0 using Q instead of Qo-

LEMMA 4.1. For po > 2 we have the following smoothness estimates on the

kernels of L and M. Define

M]u_v]p*(v) = sup 1. f \p*(x)\ + |/3# (i)| dx.
veJ,s(j)>5\u-v\ \J\ J J

Then

/•OO Ji

/     \Lt(u,v) - Lt(s,v)[ + \Lt(v,u) -Lt(v,s)\ —
Jo l

/■00 ii

(4.2) +/     \Mt(u,v)-Mt(s,v)[ + \Mt(v,u)-Mt(v,s)\-
Jo l

C\u — s\
-   \u_v\n+lM\u-v\P*(v),      /Of |tt-»|<J|tt-t»|.

PROOF. We shall just work with L. For t < ^\u — v\ we have Lt(u,v) =

J ipt(u — x)(QtPL)(x)pt(x — v) dx = 0.    Hence the range of integration is over
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t > |(|u — v\A\s — v\). Since \u — s\ < ^\u — v\, we have [s — v[ is comparable to

[u — v\. Moreover, observe that [ipt(u — x) — ipt(s - x)\ < C\u — s\/tn+1, and so

/     [Lt(u,v)-Lt(s,v)[-<C \^±\QMx)\Pt{v-x)dxa±.
Jo i Jc\u-v\ J      t   + t

For each t, Qt operating on a constant is 0. Thus we have the above is less than or

equal to
p<Xi r i j» I I

'" ~ S' L\«-v\ J   JnTiM^^V ~ *> dXJ * C\uJ~v\n+lM\u-»\P*iv)-

An important class of operators has kernels k(x,y) that satisfy (1.1), (1.2) and

have k(x,y) = -k(y,x). This class contains the commutators of Calderon for in-

stance, and in [6] it is shown that this class satisfies the weak boundedness property

or (4.1) with the weight replaced by a constant. Hence the hypothesis of the next

lemma is satisfied for this class.

LEMMA 4.2. Assume Ky satisfies the WBP0(Qo) for some p0 > 2. Then

Ko,L, and M satisfy the same property for the same po-

PROOF. We only need to prove the lemma for L and M, and since the proofs

are similar we shall just prove the lemma for L.

By (3.3) we have for py = (p0 + 2)/2 > 2,

1/2 X/2

mMVt)\<%\j \riyt(z)[wp2(z)dz   '    <£  -j-J^JWdz

Now let xi = X2Bt(y), and xi = X«"\2B«(»)- Then

1/2

-±- f      [M(Xy[[P*\ + \P*\ + ir)(u)]2^ du       < CPow;o\y)
Bt(y) Jb,(v)

by an application of Holder's inequality and ||M[/Pl]||p^pi < C||/Po||l/po for p0 >

pi > 2. Observe for u E Bt(y) that M[x2 ■ (\Pf \ + [PM\ + l)Pl]1/f>1<"> is basically

constant; hence

m,LV»)\<CPow£(y)rn.

Before continuing we should remark that nowhere did we explicitly use the fact

that £ or n integrates to zero. This is because we only concerned ourselves with

[x — y[ < bt, yet we still require this in our definition so as to include the aforemen-

tioned operators with asymmetric kernels, etc.

Recall that (2.3) of Lemma 2.2 set the stage where the estimations are to be

done. Having Ky = Ko + L + M, and Theorem 3.1, we derive pointwise estimates

on \QtK0Qt'(x,y)\ in the same manner as is done in [8]. The proof is similar and

the only thing one must do is take care with the weights and so forth involved.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Q be contained in Rn, or be all of Rn, and 0 < t <

Bps(Q), where Bp is the constant of Lemma 2.2. We have the following estimates

on KQ = Ky - L - M'.

(4.3)    \QtKoQv(x,y)\ < Cw^(y)(t')8/[[x - y\n+s +tn+s],

for 0 < t' < t, \x-y[ < bt.
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(4.4) ]QtK0Qt>(x,y)[ < Cw'0\x)(tf/[[x - y[n+6 + (t')n+6],

forO<t< t', \x-y\< bt'.

(4.5) [QtKQt,(x,y)[<Cwpol(x)(tM'fl[[x-y[n+e + (tytT+%

for [x - 2/| > bt V t'.

PROOF. We will first consider the case [x — y\ > btV t' and assume 0 < t < t'.

If 0 < t' < t then (2.3) implies t' is less than Bps(Q) and the argument is similar.

Thus

[QtKoQAx,y)[ < [(iPxt,Kyipytl)[ + [(iPx,Lipy)[ + M,MiPy)\.
Using the smoothness property (1.1) of K and the mean 0 property of ip, one derives

[(ipx,Kyipy,)[ < C(t)s/\x — y\n+s the usual way.  For the other two terms, we use

the smoothness property (4.2) of L and M and the mean 0 property of ip to derive

(just consider L)

[(iPxt,LiPVr)[ < \j iPf(u) j Lt(u,v) - Lt(x,v)jiPyt,(v)dudv ,

<C j [iPf(u)[j^^Mlu_vlP*(v)\iPy(v)[dudv

since

M\u_v\P#(v) < CwPo(x),    for [u — x[ < t.

Finally we note that for 0 < t' < t the upper bounds derived are the same with t

replaced by t' and w~* may still be considered as a function of x. This establishes

(4.5).
Now we consider \x — y[ < bt V t' and we assume 0 < t < t'. Again the case for

0 < t' < t is similar. We begin as is done in [8] by letting a be a radial function

equal to 1 on {\z\ < 20} and 0 on {|z| > 30}. Denote ax'l(z) = a((z - x)/t). Since

[x — y\ < bt' we have ax'f = 1 on supp^$. We require the following decomposition.

[QtKoQt(x,y)[ < [(iPxt,Koax^'iPl(x))\

+ \(iPx,K0(ax't'-ax'2t)(ipy,-ipy(x)))\

+ \(iP?,K0(iPy-iPy(x))ax'2t)\

We shall estimate the quantities on the right in order.

(I) Having lim(_>oo(V'f,/^i0t) = 0 from Lemma 3.2, for ease of notation we write

</>* = 1. The following estimates are uniform for all large t.

[(iPx,Koax*'iPv.(x))[ = m,KQ(ax*' - l)iPy,(x))[

< C[[(iPx,Ky(ax^' - 1))[ + M,L(ax*' - 1))| + M,M(a^' - l))\]t'~n,

since \\ipt'\\oo<C-t'-n.

Given u E suppT1 and v E supp(ax'* — 1), we have [x — u[ < ||u — v\; hence the

smoothness property (1.1) of K and that of L and M (4.2) apply. The argument

is now the same as before in the case [x — y[ > 5< V t'. Thus

WnKoa^'iPUm < J^L<W-
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(II) We begin by observing that if u E snpp ipf and v E supp{ax'' — ax'2t}, then

\u — x\ < ^\x — v[. We shall also use the estimate \ipy,(z) —ipy,(x)\ < C\z — x\/t'n+1.

Thus again using the smoothness properties of K, L, and M,

M,K0(a*>*' -o*-*)(#,-#(i)))|

+ 2C j[iPx(u)[ y^^y^--M10t,P*(v)-ax't'(v)dudv,

(III) In estimating the third quantity, we are forced to consider the weight u;Po

as a function of x. We argue exactly as is done in [8].

Let (t/t')nPx = (ipy, - ipy(x))ax'2t. Then it is easy to show that the set of

functions {(t'/t)P} are all supported in {|z| < 40}, are C°° and are uniformly

bounded by HVi/iHoo. By (4.2) we have

M,Ko(iPy-iPy,(x))ax>2t)\ = (t/tT+1\(ipx,Ko(t'/t)Px)\,

^CJfirT+iwP~o(x)-

This completes the proof.

5. The L2 theorem. Theorem 5.2 is the essential result of this paper in that

the implications (§6) follow by interpretation and the usual techniques. In our proof

of this theorem, functions similar to the S and g*x functions of [12] arise naturally.

The g*x function is Lp bounded for all p > 2 provided A > 1. For 1 < p < 2, the

g*x function is Lp bounded for p > 2/A, and here lies the problem in extending

Theorem 5.2 for p0 < 2.

For example, the function that we call g$ (/) (see Definition 5.0) seems unavoid-

able in our proof of Theorem 5.2. This operator is Lp bounded for p > 2, see

Lemma 5.1 below, but the Lp boundedness for 1 < p < 2 will at least require

p > 2/((n + 6)/n). Since 6 is the same as in property (1.1), it is interesting to note

that there is some effect by assuming 0 < 8 < 1 rather than just 1. Nevertheless

we are only concerned with p > 2.

DEFINITION 5.0. Let / E C°° with compact support and 0 < 6 < 1. We define

S,/,/ and gsf for x E Rn as

oo 1/2

(5.1) S^f(x)=   ^ f (Qtf(y))2rn-1dydt       ,
Jo     J\x-y\<5t

(5.2) 8,/(,) = \[[ /(Q„ /(,»' I „„   W_ v|.w I ̂ ff.
LEMMA 5.1.   For p > 2,

(5.3) \\gsf\\P<Cp,6\\f\\p,    IISWIlp < Cp||/||p.
PROOF. The proof is basically that found in [12, Theorem 2, p. 91]. Similarly

one observes S^f(x) < Csgsf(x).

We are now ready to prove the basic result.
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THEOREM 5.2. Let K satisfy WBP0(<2) for apo > 2. Then there is a positive

constant CPo < 1/400 such that for f in Lp and supported in CPoQ we have

(5.4) j \Kf(x)\2w2po(x) dx < AP0 j \f(x)[2dx,

(5.5) j \K*f(x)\2w2po(x) dx < AP0 j [f(x)[2 dx,

where
y r -1/PO

wP0(x) =  sup — / [\P*(s)[ + \P#(s)\ + l]p° ds
xej \J\ J j

and

pL(x) = XQ(x) ■ K[XQ](x) - XQ(x)aveQXQK[XQ],

and

Pm(x) = XQ(x) ■ K*[XQ](x) - XQ(x)aveQXQKt[XQ].

PROOF. For notational ease we have assumed up until the statement of this

theorem that the support of / is contained in a cube Q and for Q0 = 100B2Q,

B2 > 4 (see Lemma 2.2), we have the operator K satisfying WBPo(Qo), etc. So

assume / is supported in Q and without loss of generality assume the center of Q

isO.

We break up the integration over Rn into integrating over Rn\4Q and AQ.

Observe that (1.2) implies that \Kf(x)[ < C[Mf(x)], so with wPo(x) < 1 we have,

/ \Kf(x)\2w2po(x)dx<C f\f(x)\2dx.
JR"\4Q J

It is of course the integration over 4<3 that is interesting. To start we have po > 2

so u>~2 E Ay. Observe that wpo E A2, so by (2.3)

/   [Kf(x)\2w2po(x)dx
JiQ

r fB2s(Q)   (   r f Ap        \2 Af

<B2Jb      Jo |yy QtKyQt,(x,y)Qt,f(y)lrdyj   - w2po(x)dx

+ C2j[f(x)[2dx,

where the kernel of Ky is given by k(x,y)XQ0(x)XQ0(y). Using the decomposition

of Kq = Ky + L + M, the first integral on the above right is bounded by

32j[(Lf(x))2 + (Mf(x))2]w2po(x)dx

r rB2s{Q)   (-/•/• dt'       I2 dt

+ 3Jb      Jo \JJ QtKoQt,(x,y)Qt,f(y)Tdy^   j w2po(x)dx.

By (3.2) and (3.3) the first integral is bounded by C f \f(x)\2 dx.

We split up the last integral into three whose domains of integration in y and t'

correspond to that of (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5).
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For \x - y[ < bt and t' < t we use (4.3) with Holder's inequality to get

Iff QtKoQu(x,y)Qt,f(y)dy^r\
[Jo  J\x-y\<bt T   )

(,e, <_cnff       ^K0!«4
Jo   J\x-y\<5t l l

f* f Qlf(y)(t'f     ,dt'
Jo   J\x-y\<5ttn+S + \x-y\"+6 V

Observe that the first factor is bounded by Cw~2(x). If we now integrate (5.6) over t

and x with respect to wpo(x) dx dt/t, the second factor becomes J[gsf(x)]2 dx which

by Lemma 5.1 is bounded by C J \f(x)\2 dx.
The second domain of integration is t < t' and [x — y[ < bt'. Note that the

weighted estimate (4.4) has wPo as a function of x. This simplifies matters as we

can simply cancel out the weight wPo and obtain the following integral

/     f00 f Qlf(y)(t)s     dtdt' dx
JbpQ it   J\x-y\<6f (t')n+s + \x- y\n+s t v      '

and changing the order of integration, one derives,

< C j[Si>f(x)]2dx < C2j\f(x)\2dx

by Lemma 5.1.

Finally in order to complete the proof we must consider the domain [x — y\ >

bt V t'. Again we have that the weight wPo in the estimate (4.5) is a function of x.

Thus the weights cancel and we apply Holder's inequality below,

2

// QtK0Qt,(x,y)Qt,f(y)^-dy
J J\x-y\>5t\/t' l

\ff (t A t')s dt'     '
~ [JJ]x-y\>5tvt' \x - y[n+6 + (tv *')»+* t'   y

\(lf Qlf(y)(t')6     ,dt'
[Jo Jix-y\>5t\x-y[n+s + t^  yt'

,  f00 f Qlf(y)(tf      ddt'~
Jt   J\x-y\>5v\x-y\n+s + (t')n+6 yt>   •

The first factor of (5.7) is easily computed to be a constant. When the right side

of (5.7) is integrated over t and x with respect to dx ■ dt/t, the first term of the

second factor is easily seen to be dominated by \gsf[2- For the second term of the

second factor, we first change the order of integration of t and t'. The integration

of the variable t can be carried out, then what is left is easily seen to be dominated

by the standard c/*-function associated with ip, i.e.,

i„.,M|2_ r f     Q2tJ(y)(t')6     dd?
M(*)l -yo   y ]x-y\n+6 + ,t,)n+6dy-[r'
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This is well known to be a bounded operator on L2, so again with Lemma 5.1 we

obtain C f \f(x)[2 dx as an upper bound completing the proof.

6. Applications. For our first application we will extend Theorem 5.2 to

include other values of p and to move the weight to the other side. From the

operator K there is an associated maximal singular operator K*. We further extend

our results to hold for K* rather than just K. Though /f* is a stronger operator, it

has nicer properties such as satisfying a good-lambda inequality. This inequality is

such a nice tool when weights, other values of p, and so forth are involved that we

would use the maximal operator in our proof even if we were only concerned with

just K.

DEFINITION 6.0. Given the operator K and its adjoint K*, we define the asso-

ciated maximal operators as follows:

K*f(x) = sup   / k(x,y)f(y)dy ,
e>0 J\x-y\>e

(6.1)

K*f(x) = sup   / k(y, x)f(y) dy .
£>0 \J\x-y\>e

Before we get to our next result let us save notation and so on by realizing that

whatever is satisfied by K and K* is also satisfied by the adjoint and its maximal

operator.

THEOREM 6.1. Let K satisfy WBP0(<2) for a p0 > 2. Then there is a positive

constant CPo < 1/400 such that for f supported in CPoQ,

(6.2) j[K,f(x)]pwppo(x)dx<APo<pj\f(x)[pdx,        fELp(CPoQ),

(6.3) j[K.f(x)]pdx < BPOtPj\f(x)\pwpp(x)dx,        f E LPw_p(CPoQ).

PROOF. The proof uses many standard techniques and so we will be brief in

places and just provide an outline. However, there will be a spot where we shall

again use the fact that po > 2.

To begin, (5.4), (5.5), and duality imply

(6.4) j \Kf(x)\2 + \K'f(x)[2dx < BP0 j [f(x)\2wp2(x)dx.

As has been mentioned we shall use maximal operators and to introduce them

we need a result similar to Cotlar's inequality, [7]. That is, for e > 0, we have for

x E CP0Q,

(6.5) f k(x,y)f(y)dy  < DPo(MKf(x)) + (M[f2Wp-2](x))^2.
J\x-y\>£

The proof of this is the same as the proof of Cotlar's inequality and uses (6.4). We

note that (6.5) is true for the adjoint operator.
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Using (6.5) and the method of [2] the following good-lambda inequality can be

established.

\{xERn: K.f(x) > (l + e)\,(M[f2w-2](x)Yl2 <Cye\}\

<C2e\{xERn: K.f(x) > X}\.

Again (6.6) also holds for K*. Having (6.6) it is easy to get

(6.7) j[K.f(x)]p + [K:f(x)]pdxCPo,p j [f(x)[pwpp(x)dx,

for 2 < p < oo.

Now we have extended (6.4) for 2 < p < oo and arguing adjoints we have the

statements of Theorem 5.2 true for 1 < p < 2. Continuing the proof, we wish to

now show (6.4) for all p near 1, or equivalently, (5.4) and (5.5) for all large p. To

do this we shall move the weight wPo to the other side.

For e = (po - 2)/2, we have wPo( +£' E Ay C Aa for all q > 1. Using the

relationship u E Aq iff ul~q E Aqi, 1/q + 1/q' = 1, then wp0 E Aq*, where

1 - q' = -p/(2 + e) or q' = 1 + p/(2 + e). In other words, wp0 E Ap/2 for all

p/2 > 1 + p/(2 + e). This implies that the good-lambda inequality (6.6) is true

for the weight wp0 for all sufficiently large p. From this it's easy to derive using

distribution functions,

(6.8) j[K,f(x)]p + [Kf(x)]pwppo(x) dx < DPo,p j [f(x)[p dx,

for all p such that p/2 > 1 + p/(2 + e). Again the adjoint argument gives us (6.4)

for all p sufficiently close to 1, i.e., there is a p2 such that for 1 < po < P2,

(6.9) j \Kf(x)\p + \K'f(x)\p dx < FP0,P j \f(x)\pWp-p(x) dx.

With interpolation we have the statements of Theorem 6.1 true for K and K*

instead of the maximal operators. To complete the proof one may now use (6.9) to

derive a sharper version of our Cotlar's inequality (6.5) using (M[fpw~p](x))1/p for

all p > 1, thus implying (6.7) for all 1 < p < oo. This proves (6.3). To prove (6.2)

for the maximal operator we do a variation of this by using (6.2) is true for K and

K* to establish another Cotlar-type inequality, i.e., the usual argument derives

\K.f(x)\ < CP0,p(MWpKf(x) + {MWp[fp](x)}llp + Mf(x)),

where

MWpg(x) = sup /   [g(y)[wp(y)dy.
x€Q wPoWJ JQ

Note that since wpQ < 1 the Mf(x) term provides no difficulty. So we have MWpKf,

{MWp[fp]}1lp, and Mf map Lp into wk-L^P   implying the same for K*f, 1 < p <

oo. This completes the proof of (6.2).

For our second application we consider a commutator with fractional differenti-

ation defined in Murray [10]. Specifically, let A be a scalar valued function of Rn.

Consider the operator C0f defined as follows for 0 < 6 < 1.

Csf(x) = [A,\D\s]f(x)

(6-10) m f [A(x) - A(y)] fl , A
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where \D\6 is fractional differentiation defined for tempered distributions / E

5?'(Rn) as (\D[bfY(t) = \t\6P(t). This operator and the related Riesz potentials

Is are discussed in Stein [12]. The normalizing constant can be easily computed as

c(S) = 7r*+"/2 • T(-6/2)/T(n/2 - 6/2) using ideas in [12].

The kernel of Cs is asymmetric and if A belongs to Lips(Rn), that is

\A(x)-A(y)\

x,y      \x    y\

then the kernel is easily seen to satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). From Strichartz [14], we

define /^(BMO) as the space of functions / modulo constants that have \D[6 f E

BMO. Murray [10] shows, for n = 1, that Cs is a bounded operator on L2 if and

only UCS1 = [D\SAE BMO, that is, A belongs to I6(BMO). It should be noted
that the Tl theorem of David and Journe [6] implies the same result for all n. In

[14] it is shown that /«(BMO) is a proper subset of Lips(Rn) for 0 < 6 < 1. It is

for functions A E Lip6(/?n)\/^(BMO) that Theorem 6.1 becomes useful. We now

state our result.

THEOREM 6.2.   Let A E~Lips(Rn).  Then for 1 < p < oo, and pd > 2,

jcpJ(x) ■ [M[(l + {\D\sA}#)p°](x)\~p/p° dx < j \f(x)\p dx,

where Cs,* is the associated maximal operator o/(6.10).

PROOF. Assuming the weight on the left side is not identically 0, then this is

easily seen to be a restatement of Theorem 6.1. Of course a similar inequality holds

with the weight moved to the other side.
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